[Study of pain thresholds by recording flexor reflexes in thalamic syndromes].
Both thresholds of nociceptive flexion reflex and pain sensation were studied in 6 normal subjects and in 6 patients with typical thalamic pain. In these patients, on the painful side, these thresholds were found increased (98 p. 100; 89 p. 100 respectively) compared to the normal side. Values obtained in this latter did not significantly differ from those observed in normal subjects. After 8 days of indalpine treatment, the nociceptive reflex threshold was furthered increased in the painful side while the pain threshold was not modified by this drug. In the normal side, changes observed after indalpine were similar to that obtained in normal subjects. All the indalpine-induced modifications were reversed by naloxone in both patients and normals. These results are discussed in the context of the possible mechanisms of thalamic hyperpathia.